
HSA Minutes - 1/11/18 
 

HSA future Kindergarten President Leigh-Ann facilitated today’s meeting for the first time: 

 

Dr. Dawan and volunteer kindergarten teacher Mrs. D’Aloia presented and explained the 

Math and Focus learning model used for K-6 in our district  
Key points on Math in Focus: 

 Teachers engagement and access to the program is great  

 It Pushes more on how and why of math Thinking and engages students to do more 

exploring behind the concept of math on all grade levels (K-6)   

 Provides Resources for teachers - teachers value the program  

 Allows teachers to pull from one pool rather than finding multiple resources   

 Use of manipulatives during math for touch and feel to help understand and grasp 

knowledge of math from a concrete to abstract concept   

 Uses 10 frames for counting in teens and tens   

 The curriculum provides parent support videos on the District website. (To access this 

info got the district website click on Departments, on the drop down click curriculum, 

select math and focus, then select think central) Dr Dawan will check for Spanish 

translation of this info  

 Math and Focus is a good transition from Kindergarten to 6th grade and is proven to be 

a great start for kindergarten   

 

Expectations by end of year for students learning the Math and Focus Model are:  

 Problem solving starting in kindergarten    

 Place value starting in first grade   

 Comprehending 3 dimensional shapes in first grade   

(Parent’s questioned how do they learn 3 dimensional shapes)  

Answer: Using the Math in Focus students are taught on a learning curve in this order:   

Concrete, Pictorial, then abstract  

 

Questions asked by parents: 
 

1. Is there an agenda or schedule that parents can see to follow what students are 

learning?   

Answer: Yes. Use the sheets sent home by the teachers and accompany it with the online parent 

assistance on the district site on the Home and school connection link that gives a broad overview of 

whats happening  

Look at Curriculum maps on the website to get more info on what’s next for student’s class  

 

1. Concerns that communications being sent home are only in english.   

Answer: Home and School connection is double sided and should be in spanish and english but 

sometimes info sent home directly from the classroom may not be translated to Spanish. The teachers 

and staff will work on getting those communications translated but when that happens parents are 

encouraged to  reach out to the teacher for access to an interpreter and get things sent home in 

spanish. Parents can also contact the office for assistance.  

 

1. Will Decoupled math students go to second grade math at manavon?   

Answer: YES  

 



The district is demonstrating that students should have access to various educational needs. The 

Decoupling process was adopted and our district has developed a process of evaluating students who 

may need an enhanced learning structure in reading and math. We try to evaluate the students before 

entering the next grade level to determine the need for decoupling or advanced placement. Reading is 

easier to see in class but math is a little more difficult and requires specific evaluation.  

Parents are asked to bring their child in in the summer to evaluate students using battery tests.  

 

1. Is there a Compact and Looping teacher assigned to support the decoupling?     

Answer: Yes. Compact and looping is supported by the gifted enrichment teachers who assess 

students to see who needs to be advanced. 

 

Dr. Dawan introduced Parent education sessions moving forward  

Asked parents what “hot topics” they wanted to talk about.  

Parents were told they will get an email with sign up genius to enter questions for hot topics. Parents 

are asked to provide a possible idea/solution to the questions they ask to assist in getting a 

solution/answer to the question as we work together.  

Parents were given index cards to submit questions or concerns on site for HSA to collect.  

 

Leigh-Ann Highlighted topics : 

Lost and found  

Bake off was great profit $400 

 

Upcoming events:  

 

Cozy Cubs Reading Night 

  
PCEF Fundraiser on March 2  

Jessica a teacher/parent gave a 30 sec overview about the PCEF Auction and what they do to provide 

financial support to the education of our community. She informed us that when you purchase your 

ticket you can pick who you want to sit with by  

Indicating in the notes at time of purchase that you want to sit with parents from your school. You 

also have an option to help purchase a teacher ticket on the site.  She described the event as being 

rewarding for the whole community as well as having great networking opportunity at it.  

From Dr Dawan - PCEF supports the summer education programs in our district, sponsors students 

and full programs in and out of school making them affordable for all students 

 

Question form a parent:  

 

1. Book fair concerns about buying books for gifts because kids were there during the 

book fair. Can we maybe have book fair during conference time so that parents can buy 

books as gifts? Conferences get more traffic from parents.  

 

Answers: (From HSA and Book Fair Committee) 

From past experience the book fair during conference does allow the parents to buy books as gifts but 

is really lengthy and strenuous on the volunteer parents who work the book fair. It’s a lot of slow 

long days. The book fair recently done was a great success. We profited well and it was less time 

consuming. It produced great results in less time.  

 

Possible solutions to parents purchasing books as gifts:  



 

 Get a link specifically assigned for the school and get it to the parents for them to 

purchase books online   

 set it at a date so that parents can get the books before christmas and when ordering we 

need to figure out how to manage the order if we allow parents to order the books 

because they all come in one box to committee leads but there is an option for home 

delivery but parents have to pay for shipping   

 

Meredith opened the floor for help from the parents for the book fair 

The book fair committee leads validated the buy on get one book fair (This was discovered in the 

process of planning 2 scholastic book fairs in one school year as an incentive to schools) We 

discussed possibly having teachers buy at the next book fair to get more for their scholastic dollars 

and use this for marketing. We also discussed possibly giving the option for students and/or parents 

to donate their free book to someone in need. We will finalize these options at our next HSA 

meeting.    

 

 

Meredith announced asking for volunteers for: 
 cozy cubs   

 book fair   

 healthy kids for education day (Tentatively May 31)  

 

She also introduced the Cultural Committee - Needs Volunteers and will be meeting next week to set 

up this committee and it’s inner workings  

Talked about the Free cycle event - gently used donations put them out for people to go shopping for 

all students in need and to assist ESL, title one and title 2 families  

Asked parents to donate gently used items and a drop off at school will be designated. Will be 

available for families to shop on April 12  

Items will to be stored at the old kindergarten center  

Needs volunteers for the day to transport form storage, sort, display and break down  

The event is being advertised for families in need. Anyone who needs something is welcome to 

participate  

 

Treasures report  
Checks still coming in for check writing campaign. We recently received about $800 additional  

$700 was carried over form kindergarten center  

Explained HSA will sponsor the 2 of a kind show (an assembly/ musical for kindergarteners) Find it 

in January CUBS newsletter  

Gave an update on fundraisers  

Shared the balance of HSA Funds available  

  
 


